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2012 and the AAB effect

� Unlimited numbers at AAB and better

� Some universities managed to over-recruit

� Bristol, UCL, Cardiff, York St John, Anglia Ruskin, Coventry

� Many ended up under-recruiting

� Imperial, Southampton, Lancaster, Leeds Met, Salford

� Why did this happen

� Opportunistic (and planned) over-recruitment

� Fear of fines for exceeding student number controls (SNC) for 

students with ABB and below



2013 and the ABB effect

� Possibility of deliberate over-recruitment again

� Expansion or just income generation

� Attempts to make up last year’s losses

� But what happens to the “student experience”?

� “Good brands” will be at an advantage at the expense of those 

further down the pecking order



University behaviour

� Applicants who in the past would have been considered 

borderline are being made offers

� Applicants who would in the past have been rejected are 

being considered and many are being made offers

� BUT popular universities cannot continue to expand � BUT popular universities cannot continue to expand 

indefinitely

� Some subjects cannot expand without a lot of expenditure 

(eg laboratory-based subjects) 



Applicant behaviour

� Applying to universities that in the past they may have considered 

out of reach

� Record numbers at open days

� Applicants receiving more offers so (hopefully) more considered 

judgementjudgement

� More applicants attending post-offer visit days

� Responses from applicants came back faster than last year (but 

still slower than 2011 and 2010)



August 2013

� Universities that came up short last year will want to make up the 

difference

� ABB will be a valuable commodity and, with only a few 

exceptions, all universities will want those students

� However, the controlled numbers are on a “use it or lose it” basis, � However, the controlled numbers are on a “use it or lose it” basis, 

so we will want to fill our capped allocation 

� Applicants with ABB or better will be able to consider moving 

university, either through Adjustment or through Clearing



A week in the life of Admissions....

� What really happens behind the scenes when the A level results 

are released...



Sunday 11 to Wednesday 14 August 1/2

� We receive the A level results from UCAS on Sunday morning

� For Birmingham this is approximately 11,000 results

� We automatically accept all applicants who have met the terms of 

their offer in full

� Close working with our academic colleagues to decide which of � Close working with our academic colleagues to decide which of 

our borderline applicants we can accept and which we cannot –

taking into consideration all factors not just final grades

� UCAS Track is frozen until the morning of the A levels results 

whilst universities process their decisions 



Sunday 11 to Wednesday 14 August 2/2

� Constant monitoring of our intake numbers against our 

institutional targets and our capped allocation

� Monitoring of the number of insurance applicants who might 

become placed with us once their firm institution makes a 

decision decision 

� Factoring in the number of applicants with partial or missing 

results and the effect this has on our ability to make decisions



Thursday 15th August

� Applicants receive their results and can see whether they have 

been placed with their firm or insurance institution on UCAS 

Track from 8 am

� Applicants seek places through Clearing or Adjustment

� Applicants who have been unsuccessful wanting to be � Applicants who have been unsuccessful wanting to be 

reconsidered (but we are unlikely to change our decisions)

� Applicants and their schools/colleges contacted for any missing 

or partial results and (for some subjects) for non-academic 

requirements

� We will be open for Clearing and Adjustment



Friday 16th and the following days 

� More Clearing and Adjustment activity but typically much less 

than on Thursday

� Accepting applicants who have referred themselves to us through 

Clearing and communicating with them to confirm the next steps 

(applying for accommodation, registration process, etc)(applying for accommodation, registration process, etc)

� Open Days (Friday 16 and Saturday 17 August at Birmingham) to 

help applicants make their final decision 



Advice for your students this summer

� If they are placed with their firm or insurance institution think 

very carefully before going elsewhere

� If they find themselves in Clearing (especially with ABB) –

don’t delay but no need to rush

� Cannot refer themselves to their “new” university through UCAS 

until 5 pm on Thursday

� Try to attend Open Days if they are considering going to a 

university they have not previously visited

� Read any communication they receive from universities very 

carefully



2014

� The ABB cut off will remain

� Some subjects will remain very competitive

� It’s not just about “facilitating subjects” – they leave options 

open but don’t believe all you read!

� A good personal statement is still important, as is good 

performance at GCSE and AS level (while we still have them)

� Still sensible to have a range of universities on the application, 

from an aspirational choice through probable's to a sure thing

� Beware those universities either expanding fast (over-crowded 

lecture theatres and seminars) and those contracting fast 

(poor finances may mean staff reductions)



Any questions?


